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News/Updates – Vincent le Moal Joubel
Value Track Change – Vincent le Moal Joubel

See powerpoint presentation.

Promote XBRL for iREF

It is important to promote the use of XBRL for the next development in banking regulation under initiatives such as BIRD/iREF. We have decided to develop a proof of concept (PoC), based on the works and results of Iref/BIRD, but using XBRL, to prove that it can manage high volumes of detailed granular data. The scope will include FINREP/SHS variables.

Decisions

During the month of August, Thomas will prepare a list of BIRD variables to be considered in the PoC. It will be shared for comments in the last week of August. Jean-Marc will be available for help (email questions).

A call for PoCs will be launched by the Executive Committee in September: develop a solution to illustrate the benefits of XBRL for exchanging the selected BIRD variables using XBRL, showing that it can manage high volumes of granular data, with consistency checks, multilingual and/or multisectorial labels and references, common definitions but possible local extensions.

There will be a budget, granted by the Executive Committee, for some costs of developing and/or promoting the PoCs.

FOR A BETTER UNDERSTANDING, PLEASE REVIEW BIRD DOCUMENTATION

SMCube (Statistical Multidimensional Metadata Model) Methodology: https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/methodology-annex1
This explains the notions of “Variables” (concepts) and “Domains” (possible values for the variables).

Variables: https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/variable-search

Find the FINREP Variables (the same can be done for the SHS framework):

- Search the FINREP Framework https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/framework-search
- Search Cubes by template https://banks-integrated-reporting-dictionary.eu/cube?CUBE_ID=EBA_FINREP_EBA_F_04.01_FINREP_2015-B
- Review Variables
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NEXT MEETING: 25th JULY 2019 – 4pm CEST see www.xbrl.eu/wibg for connection details